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The way we work has changed
Remote and hybrid work bring benefits, but also challenges

Increasingly complex IT
environments due to number
of new devices connecting to
the corporate network

*

Need to provision
and deploy devices remotely
without sacrificing security

Pressure to scale, bring
services to market faster,
and reduce costs

Teams need flexible,
productive, and secure work
from home options

Growing cyberthreats
require more advanced
security across devices,
users, apps, and their data

Essential everyday
•
experiences

Connect, collaborate, and do your best
work with an essential everyday laptop.
Run professional-grade software and
your essential apps with a 10th Gen
Intel® Core'" Processor.
Power through your day wherever you
work, with all-day battery life up to 13
hours 1 and Fast Charging'.
Get back to work quickly with Fingerprint
Power Button for biometric sign-in, plus
fast, secure access to your files and data.
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Hear, be heard, and be seen in virtual
meetings with radiant Omnisonic speakers,
dual far-field Studio Mies, and a front
facing 720p HD camera.
Industry-leading typing comfort with a full
size keyboard and precise trackpad for
easier navigation.

Surface for Business unlocks more value
Give IT peace of mind knowing that company and customer data is safe and secure.
Save time and money with streamlined deployment, modern device management,
and built-in, cloud-powered security.

Maintain control of your
sensitive information with
hardened firmware adopted
from a Microsoft open-source
UEFI, 1 and security that
extends from the operating
system to the cloud.

Simplified security thanks to
Fingerprint Power Button2
with W indows Hello and
One Touch sign-in, plus fast,
secured access to your files
and data.

Make the most of your
investment in Microsoft
365,*the Windows 10 Pro
you know and trust, the
protection of Microsoft
Enterprise Mobility+
Security, and Office365*
productivity apps you rely on.

More control with cloud-first
device deployment and
management. Deploy and
manage down to the
firmware layer through the
cloud with Microsoft
Endpoint Manager* and
DFCl.1 Surface Laptop Go
ships with Windows
Autopilot, reducing IT
complexity by deploying
straight to your employees.

Includes Advanced
Exchange, an expedited
replacement service, at
no additional cost. 3

Modern and Mobile
Information W orkers

Customer Engagement
Professionals

Secondary Education
(Grade 6-12)

Higher
Education

You're part of a tech-savvy
workforce that puts a premium on
UX, frictionless mobility, and
security that does its job in the
background, not the foreground.
You may be in charge of managing
changing computing demands at
scale while balancing a tight
budget. You're a hero when you
can deliver sleek, compact, and
affordable devices that measure up
to your users' professionalism and
tech-forward standards.

Sales reps, independents, executives
on-the-go: The first thing you need in
a laptop is compact portability. The
last thing you need is tech that slows
you down. Customers are frequently
looking over your shoulder, and you
want what they see to be a statement
of elegance and professionalism. So
features like Instant On and all-day
battery life are more than productivity
pluses. They're part of the impression
you make.

Keep student data safe and reduce
headaches for IT with zero-touch remote
deployment, one-click device
management, and protection from
Microsoft. Upgrading your classroom
technology doesn't have to bust the
budget. You believe students need
modern and sophisticated tools to make
the most of their 6th through 12 th grade
educations that are easy to repair and
durable enough to handle even the
toughest critics.

Unlock new ways of learning and
collaborating by equipping students
with a laptop that's powerful enough
to handle their essential apps,
portable enough to carry
everywhere, and stylish enough to
excite young minds. Great devices
shouldn't come at a crippling price now students can spark creativity
and improve readiness for college
and career while appreciating the
durability and modern design.

For more information on the Surface Laptop Go for Business,
contact us today

